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Objectives and Sticky Knowledge 

Prior Knowledge Recap: 
Light – A form of energy that travels in a wave from a source.   Light Source – An object that makes its own light.
Dark – Dark is the absence of light.              
Reflection – The process where light hits the surface of an object and bounces back into our eyes. 
Reflect – To bounce off.                                                                       Reflective – A word to describe something which reflects light well.    
Ray – Waves of light are called light rays. They can also be called beams. 

Land Objectives/ Sticky Knowledge 

Sea:
Links with ‘Sustainability’:

Links with CST and CKA Values Crown:

Know how light travels Know and demonstrate how we see 

objects

Know why shadows have the same 

shape as the object that casts them

Know how simple optical instruments 

work e.g. periscope, telescope, 
binoculars, mirror, magnifying glass 

etc.

-Know that light travels in a straight 

line.
-Know that light can be reflected and 

refracted.

-Know the different parts of the eye 

and their functions: that the pupil is 
where light enters the eye, that the 

lens bends the light, the iris is the 
muscle that controls how much light 
gets into the eye, the optic nerve and 

the retina.
-Know that light reflects off objects 

into our eye.

-Know that when a light source shines 

on an object, a shadow will be created 
behind the object.

-Know that shadows are 

-Know what each instrument is and 

what its function is. E.g. periscope to 
see over trenches in WW1.

-Know the key parts of each optical 
instrument. E.g. lens, mirror.
-Know the journey of light to the eye 

using these instruments, applying 
previous component knowledge
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Sky objectives: 

1. Ask well-considered questions that closely 
match personalised enquiries.
2. Skilfully plan and conduct child-led 
investigations, deciding which variables to 
control and what observations to make.
3. Use personal knowledge combined with 
accurate observations and data collection to 
draw a conclusion.
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